The optical character of an optical system is changed if the system is reversed. This is as true of eyes as it is of telescopes. In vision light traverses the eye from cornea to retina; in ophthalmoscopy the practitioner views the retina via light traversing the eye in the reverse direction. The purpose of this paper is to determine the relationship of the optical character of the reversed system to that of the system itself. The result is in terms of the ray
Introduction
In vision light traverses the eye from the cornea to the retina. In ophthalmoscopy, and in many other processes of optometric and opththalmological interest, light traverses the eye in the reverse sense, from the retina and out through the cornea. Relative to the eye in vision the eye in ophthalmoscopy is a reversed optical system. It is of interest in ophthalmology and optometry, therefore, to know how the optical character of the system and the reversed system are related. Because a system's ray transference represents a complete first-order optical characterization of the system 1 5 − the problem is solved completely in general if, given the transference of the system, we can obtain the transference of the reversed system. Accordingly the purpose of this paper is to derive, for an arbitrary optical system, an expression for the transference of the reversed system in terms of the transference of the system itself. Explicit expressions for the dioptric power and for all the fundamental first-order optical properties of the reversed system are also found.
Although the eye is the primary motivation for this exercise we also have in mind other systems that are reversed in optometric and ophthalmological application, telescopes and the Jackson cross-cylinder, for example.
An arbitrary system
Figure 1(a) shows an arbitrary optical system S. Z is a longitudinal axis: it defines the positive sense through the system. T 0 is the entrance plane and T the exit plane of the system. The system has transference
transference of the system. Since the ray transference gives a complete characterization of the firstorder optics of a system the analysis is complete in this sense as well. Explicit expressions are also presented for the effect of reversal on the six fundamental first-order optical properties of the system.
Keywords: reversed eye, transference, symplecticity, ray state, fundamental properties, optical system T is 5 5 × . Submatrices A (the dilation), B (the disjugacy), C (the divergence) and D (the divarication) are 2 2 × and submatrices e (the transverse translation) and π (the deflection) are 2 1 × . The six submatrices are the fundamental first-order optical properties of the system. e and π are a consequence of prismatic and decentred elements in the system. o is the 2 1 × null matrix and o T is its matrix transpose. 
The reversed system
We now reverse the general direction of the light though the system (Figure 1(b) ). This requires reversal of the longitudinal axis: longitudinal axis Z becomes longitudinal axis Z ← . We say that system S has become reversed system S , , , , and π ← are the fundamental properties of the reversed system; we shall also call them reversed properties.
Our goal is to determine the reversed transference T ← in terms of the (unreversed) transference T and, hence, to determine the reversed fundamental properties in terms of (unreversed) fundamental properties.
Reversing ray R 0 R results in ray R R 
In other words the only effect reversal has on disjugacy is to reverse the sign of the coefficient of K, that is, to reverse the sign of the oblique antistigmatic component. The same applies to divergence C and power F. Again it also applies to A and D except that A and D are also interchanged.
Systems with A O = cause parallel incident rays to focus in the exit plane of the system; they are exitplane focal systems. If the system is an eye then it is emmetropic. Thus the disjugacy, the divergence and the power are unchanged by reversal while the dilation becomes the divarication and vice versa. In Gaussian optics the transference reduces to a 3 3 × matrix. The reversed transference can be obtained from the analysis above by ignoring the horizontal coordinate. The result turns out to be 
